
T O N I C  D E S I G N
7 Prospect St Fortitude Valley QLD 





O U R  S T U D I O

TONIC Design is a full service architecture and interior design 
studio whose experience and capacity spans many industries. 

The fundamental values of our studio start with client service. Our focus is 
on architectural outcomes that enrich the built environment through careful 
budgeting and design, whilst incorporating a holistic project approach through 

our interior  design services. 



O U R  S E R V I C E S 

At Tonic we focus on architectural and interior design outcomes 
which reflect an engaged collaboration between our clients and the 

design team. 

Our core experience covers many project typologies ranging from residential, 

commercial, hospitality, multi residential, industrial and mixed use. Our 

design philosophy encourages client involvement from end to end giving the 

opportunity to ask questions, perfect the design to reach a conclusion on time 

and on budget. We believe that our approach in defining your project promotes 

a level of service and delivery that sets us apart from other studios.

Our goal is to deliver a project that has been meticulously designed and critically 

reviewed which enriches the existing landscape.







RECENTLY COMPLETED: GARDEN VIEW HOUSE





We believe in not only how your project will look, we care about how 
it works - with this dedication to the final built form it allows us to 

ensure aesthetic and functional fulfillment. 

We’ve been doing this a long time and still relish the opportunity to master 
new techniques. We operate our studio with an understanding that architecture  
and interior design moves beyond just client service and delivery of a project. 
We believe that by giving our clients the opportunity to have a hands on 
approach during all phases of the project we can leverage a unique perspective 
that activates our own expertise and adds another layer of refinement to your 

project.

O U R  E X P E R I E N C E



HOSPITALITY

KINGPIN - CROWN CASINO 

MELBOURNE . AUSTRALIA

AMF in Melbourne engaged TONIC to develop the 

design and document for construction an update to 

their venue within the Crown Casino, Melbourne. 

The notion was to transform the venue into an 

entertainment exerience with a that reaches beyond 

bowling. Our experience was called to develop a 

combination of spaces within the venue ranging from 

function rooms, VIP area, two high end bars + laser 

tag an arcade and a cafe - all across 4500 sqm of 

space.

The fitout was approved with the guidance of 

Crown Casino ensuring the final result fitted in 

with the aesthetic of the Crown experience. This 

entertainment venue will set the benchmark in 

Australia for The Amf Bowling Portolio.  



HOSPITALITY

RYANS ROAD - FIFTH AVENUE 

BRISBANE . AUSTRALIA

Ryans Road is an urban lifestyle destination in 

Nundah. It has been completely transformed and 

rejuvenated from a dilapidated industrial shell into 

a vibrant multi tenancy hub. Playing with traditional 

elements such as weatherboard, casement windows 

and ensuring polished timber flooring and greenery 

throughout Ryans Road is a classic rejuvenation in a 

promising suburb of Braising.



HOSPITALITY

NEST RESTAURANT + BAR 
ROMA STREET . BRISBANE

This refurbishment of an existing hotel restaurant 

+ bar is located in an elevated position near the 

City’s transport hub.  It seeks to provide inviting 

visual connection to the inside spaces from the 

outside pedestrian walkway, as well as enhancing the 

natural attributes of existing views out to the park 

and street.  Styling is subtly modern Asian which 

reflects a sleek street food appeal. While the use 

of references to the name branding through the 

internal central feature ‘Nest’ of timber and in the 

external rope screens, forms a reference point for 

the style of the food, beverage and service offering.

The planning centres around activating the street 

by locating the bar so that it is directly connected 

to it with opening windows, activating an internal 

and external street entry and creating an internal 

flowing space. The venue has several locations 

to sit  and be seen and also to look out from. A 

fung shui master was consulted to ensure the 

planning and material palette was complimentary 

to the theme and operation of the venue. 

 



HOSPITALITY

SOLEIL POOL BAR, RYDGES  

SOUTHBANK . BRISBANE

We were commissioned by Rydges to build an 

additional bar and covered roof structure to the 

existing pool deck, this served to rationalise an 

existing pool bar space and create a functional 

year round venue. The new bar acts as the new 

centrepiece for the existing space, and serves its 

purpose to draw people to it from the spaces within 

and from the street below. The use of fire, clever 

lighting techniques, coupled with an extravagant LED 

display serves to further enhance the beauty of the 

existing pool area, creating a glamorous space where 

you can tantalise the five senses. The additions have 

enabled the pool deck to explore a new identity as 

a venue with a true open air pool bar feel both day 

and night.



HOSPITALITY

LIMES ROOF TOP BAR + HOTEL

FORTITUDE VALLEY .  BRISBANE . AUSTRALIA

This building situated on the fringe of the Fortitude 

Valley entertainment hub offers a unique combination 

of boutique “design focussed” short term 

accommodation complimented by Brisbane’s’ only 

open air cinema venue, rooftop bar and is Australia’s 

first ‘Design Hotels’ member. The conceptual Genesis 

of this project, as a 4 level boutique hotel comprising  

21 rooms, evolved into its current configuration with 

2 additional levels, due in part to the clients need for 

additional space for guest recreation areas, but also 

because of the realisation that additional height may 

be considered by council due to recently approved 

higher heights of neighbouring buildings.



HOSPITALITY

THE KITTY - TREASURY CASINO

BRISBANE . AUSTRALIA

The new Treasury Casino Bar - The Kitty is born 

out of the desire to create a 24 hour destination, 

to entice, to watch, to be seen, to meet, to escape, 

to relax, to enjoy. It strives to be a destination of 

choice for the those looking for something sleek and 

fashionable. Aesthetically referencing modern glam, 

with black, gold and reflective surfaces to create a 

base material palette that is warm and inviting during 

both day and night. The design ingrains free form 

shapes which subtly reference the rigidity of existing 

neo- classical architecture to ‘soften’ the volume of 

the Premier’s bar, and create opportunities for unique 

lighting effects. The facility offers itself as the focal 

bar for the Casino and is now the true ‘big brother’ to 

the Livewire bar.



HOSPITALITY

JIMBARAN HOTEL

BALI .  INDONESIA

The Jimbaran Condotel was a client inspired idea 

of integrating 4 seasons into the rooms. TONIC 

setout to ensure the suggestion of this notion was 

cleverly apparent whilst not becoming literal. 40 

rooms and located 100m from Jimbaran Bay, the 

design included pools, roof top restaurant and bar, 

designer lobby and views to the ocean. The building 

was to be a non-traditional Balinese aesthetic with 

strong emphasis on the design community as points 

of difference for the discerning clientele.



HOSPITALITY

TEWANTIN RSL

MEMORIAL AVE . TEWANTIN

The Inspiration for the re working of the Tewantin 

RSL came from acknowledging the need for a cleaner 

more sophisticated finish. We worked with differing 

textures, finishes, light and shadow to create a space 

that will evolve with time and create a branding that 

could flow through out the remainder of the venue 

should the need be required.



COMMERCIAL

GILSHENAN & LUTON LAW OFFICES

BRISBANE . AUSTRALIA

Gilshenan & Luton are a legal practice located in 

Brisbanes CBD. We were engaged to design and 

completely fit out a new space for the company, 

who in conjunction with the move were undergoing a 

re-branding. TONIC’s concept was to use natural 

elements tied to a muted colour palette which upon

entering the space delivers a soft, deliberate no-

tion of calmness. We chose to create features in 

the ceiling, with signage and through carefully se-

lected lighting solutions with shadow and up-light-

ing playing a key role. The client worked with us yet 

allowed us creative control to push forward with 

a clean modern vision for a legal practice fit out. 



COMMERCIAL

SNELLEMAN TOM OFFICE FITOUT

FORTITUDE VALLEY. BRISBANE

Creating an office space in a Fortitude Valley location 

provided an opportunity for our clients’ to update 

their company brand and provide additional, designed 

space for more employees which in turn will attract a 

broader client base. The design needed to maintain 

the ability for casual client and staff collaboration, 

provide privacy when required and give spatial 

ownership to its’ occupants. The design questions the 

notion of the traditional office model and seeks to 

provide spaces that are separate but still connected 

to traditional open plan seating spaces, which allow 

for more interpersonal collaboration between 

clients and employees. Layering of the client/visitor 

experience was an important part of the successful 

design strategy. The visitor is taken on a journey as 

they progress through the spaces commencing in 

the public reception area, moving into the open 

café lounge, along to the semi-private collaboration 

spaces and terrace, before entering into the private 

meeting spaces.



COMMERCIAL

ST. JOHN AMBULANCE

FORTITUDE VALLEY. BRISBANE

This project called for the creative re skinning of the 

facade of the St John Ambulance building. Sighted in a 

highly visible urban setting with thousands of vehicles 

passing every day, the challenge was bestowed to 

TONIC to be creative and seek a playfully progressive 

aesthetic for the exterior of this iconic charity.

Tonic understood the great work St John undertakes 

for the benefit of the wider community, and the 

branding of St John by nature is conservative but 

respected. This opportunity to ‘resuscitate’ the 

corporate image of the brand was a driving catalyst in 

the whimsical execution of the building facades new 

aesthetic.



COMMERCIAL

OLD ALBION PUBLIC HALL

BRISBANE

TONIC was commissioned to assist bring this 

Heritage Listed building located within an emerging 

satellite village within km’s of Brisbane’s CBD. The 

once beautiful public hall building had been converted 

to shops and neglected over time. Our client wanted 

to bring the building to life as respectfully as possible. 

Our vision for the revitalisation of the building was 

to re activate the street connections at ground level, 

by creating usable retail spaces with a mix of uses. 

Supporting these TONIC proposed 19 boutique 

serviced apartments above the retail spaces with 

mezzanine sleeping level which occupied the steel 

girder truss roof space.  This type of mixed use 

development enhanced the patronage of the retail 

spaces below, while providing much needed short 

term accommodation for the area.



COMMERCIAL

TONIC STUDIO

FORTITUDE VALLEY . BRISBANE

The concept was to re-interpret the traditional 

model of office. We sought to re-interpret the street 

edge boundary to create usable and flexible spaces 

for occupants, while re-invigorating the buildings 

street presence. A conscious decision was made 

to work with the existing bones of the building.   

The building situated in the heart of Fortitude 

Valleys design hub, with studio space. The resulting 

adaptation of the existing face brick facade and 

internal warehouse spaces, allows for enhanced and 

functional interaction for its occupants with the 

street edge, created external and internal spaces. 

The design solution creates functional but adaptable 

spaces which serve to inspire creativity.



COMMERCIAL

LE TOOTH

WEST END . BRISBANE

This small space required clever spatial and joinery 

solutions to take best advantage of this modest 

design envelope. Floating cabinetry was an integral 

part of the client’s brief. This aesthetic accentuated 

the lightness and texture of the selected fit out 

palette. TONIC’s approach was to reinvent the norm 

of the brief with a design edge to embrace the client’s 

new corporate strategy. 



COMMERCIAL

OXLEY HOUSE

WEST END . BRISBANE

This refurbishment project was undertaken for the 

DEXUS Property Group, one of Australia’s leading 

property owners, managers and developers in the 

commercial, industrial and retail sectors.   The brief 

was to upgrade the existing warehouse and office 

facilities, open the heart of the space to include 

an Atrium and re-design the facade to create 

something more dynamic and corporate.   The 

warehouse was converted to open plan commercial 

offices with 4 metre high ceilings and because of 

the depth of the space, the inclusion of the Atrium 

allowed natural daylighting in to the offices.  The 

Atrium was designed as a connecting space between 

the 4 tenancies and  is a communal space for building 

tenants.  It is furnished with timber seating and 

planters to create an area for quiet contemplation or 

somewhere to eat your lunch.  In line with current 

Australian Standards, the refurbishment included 

upgrading of the amenities to the building to comply 

with DDA requirements.   The main design feature of 

the facade is the detailed structural steel frame with 

coloured architectural blades arranged in a specified 

pattern in order to break up the length of the facade.  



RESIDENTIAL

GARDEN VIEW HOUSE

MOOROOKA . BRISBANE

Far too often renovations are deferred in favour 

of demolition and new builds. This project aims 

to demonstrate how considerately exploring the 

opportunities within an existing house and highlighting 

its “architectural assets” can yield a better and more 

sustainable design outcome for the client and the 

neighbourhood.

Living spaces have enhanced orientation to the 

North and South to capture light and vistas. The new 

entry highlights street presence and allows human 

interaction with the neighbourhood. The “garden 

room” enhances indoor / outdoor connections 

extending the shade and protection offered by the 

large mango tree to the West. A double height void 

works as a spatial connector between the existing 

upstairs and new downstairs and aids in passive 

ventilation of the house. 

A careful re-purposing of the existing plan diagram 

allowed the house, while modest in size to feel grand 

in scale and function as a new cohesive family home.



RESIDENTIAL

HUDSON LOFTS

ALBION VILLAGE . ALBION

This development incorporates small retail and 

commercial shops below with boutique services loft 

style apartments above. The existing building was 

heritage listed and as such, careful planning of the 

spaces to ensure existing building fabric was used. 

Previous layers of past renovation were peeled back 

to reveal original  exposed brick work, raw steel and 

timber structures. New building work was kept clean 

and modern to enhance the essence of the original 

period features. References to the original were 

subtly carried though with brick pattern tiles in the 

bathrooms and a dark colour palate for cabinetry and 

soft furnishings further served to highlight original 

feature elements.  

The introduction of internal mezzanine sleeping 

lofts within the high ceiling cavity, enabled the new 

rooms to feel spacious while only occupying relatively 

small floor areas. Care and attention was given to 

the design of the internal storage and cabinetry to 

maximise  functionality and retain a pleasurable small 

space.



RESIDENTIAL

THE CARSON WOOLSTORE

VERNON TERRACE . TENERIFFE

The clients were searching for the true inner city 

warehouse apartment. The notion was to enhance 

the already strong character of the heritage listed 

building and accent its many positive attributes such 

as the abundance of natural light, beautiful cedar 

timber beams and columns as well as the large open 

spaces created by the saw-tooth roof. The challenge 

was to also create a sense of seclusion and a relaxing 

‘getaway’ for the couple with more intimate spaces 

for the ensuite and master bedroom. 

To make best use of the space many aspects of the 

existing floor plan were re-modelled: The awkward 

shape of the internal terrace was re-worked and the 

old master bedroom was converted into an office 

space allowing the master bedroom, ensuite and walk 

in robe to be larger creating a better flow from public 

to private spaces.

Splashes of vivid yellow are flickered throughout 

the black and white colour scheme to create that 

spark which is reminiscent of the client’s bright 

personalities. The once dark and narrow entry is 

transformed into a gallery space for the client’s both 

large and small artworks and artefacts. 



RESIDENTIAL

EVOLVE APARTMENTS

CHERMSIDE . BRISBANE

This mixed use development sets a new standard in 

quality and spacious living with its’ 72 apartments and 

ground floor commercial space. Evolve offers living 

options for investors and owner occupiers alike.

Working with the contractor under a Design and 

Construct arrangement TONIC provided design 

review of the existing Development Approval 

undertaken by others. This included careful re-

selection of external colours and finishes to 

transform the previous design without significant 

structural change. Through close collaboration with 

all key stake holders TONIC was able to also provide 

Interior Design services. Along with construction 

documentation services TONIC also worked closely 

with the developer to provide marketing plans, 

contract of sale plans and review of specialist 3D 

rendering services. 

The project is currently under construction.



RESIDENTIAL

WOODSTORE APARTMENTS

CHERMSIDE . BRISBANE

A new concept for the Chermside Market, 

Woodstore Apartments offers exceptionally well 

sized apartments, utilising references to the locations 

artisan past. Themes of natural wood and stone 

finishes coupled with contemporary design elements. 

Working with the contractor Under a Design and 

Construct arrangement TONIC was asked to filter 

the previous information supplied by the previous 

design Architect to provide all documentation for 

construction and co-ordinate buildability issues 

with all consultants. We also worked closely with 

the developer to rationalise layouts for the common 

spaces and to tweak unit layouts to fit NBN 

requirements. 

The project is currently under construction



RESIDENTIAL

VOGUE APARTMENTS

KANGAROO POINT . BRISBANE

This centrally located mixed-use development 

offers residents the perfect balance of inner city 

living close to restaurants, sporting facilities and 

transport. Thoughtfully designed and carefully 

finished apartments take advantage of the views and 

vistas to Kangaroo Point parkland and Brisbane’s 

stunning skyline. This project also includes ground 

floor commercial tenancies and a stylish rooftop 

entertainment space.

This project is currently at DA Stage



RESIDENTIAL

CITRO APARTMENTS

WEST END . BRISBANE

One of the latest offerings in the now popular West 

End precinct Citro markets itself as “…contemporary, 

stylish inner urban living.”  Working with the contractor 

under a Design and Construct arrangement TONIC 

provided design development review of the existing 

Development Approval undertaken by the Design 

Architects. Through close collaboration with all key 

stake holders TONIC was able to offer slight design 

tweaks to ensure any buildability issues were avoided. 

TONIC then provided construction documentation 

reflecting a full co-ordination of design tweaks 

and consultant information. TONIC also worked 

closely with the developer to provide revised unit 

layout options and interior finishes for some of the 

apartments. 



RESIDENTIAL

EVELYN ST

GRANGE . BRISBANE

Situated on a hill, the view from the top floor needed 

to be emphasised. A renovation and extension was 

applied to this existing house where it’s original 

aesthetics



RESIDENTIAL

REGENT ST STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

WOOLLOONGABBA . BRISBANE

The Pad at Regent St will provide the area with a mix-

ture of apartment types in an impressive building with 

expansive recreational areas, facilities and adjoining 

park. The rooms boast expansive views of Brisbane 

CBD and South Brisbane and provide students with 

access to a huge number of communal spaces for 

collaborative study. The design allows students to ex-

perience spaces that are bright and light filled, whilst 

the locality of the development allows students the 

opportunity to enjoy the outdoors and proximity to 

the CBD.



RESIDENTIAL

ABBOTT STREET

NEW FARM . BRISBANE

This addition to an existing pre 1946 residence 

is located on a small lot in a tree lined Character 

Residential Street in New Farm. The brief from our 

client was to create a home which maintained a 

cohesive combination of spaces flowing from the 

existing residence into the new additions, all on a 

relatively modest budget. Our design philosophy 

was to enhance the beauty of the existing house and 

its’ period features without making major structural 

and spatial connections to and from the existing 

building fabric. A pivotal point for these connections 

occurs via a transitional void space which provides 

a spatial and physical link between old and new. 

Budget considerations ensured modest spaces and 

considered connections to the external spaces 

both to within the site itself and to the broader 

neighbourhood. These connections both inside and 

outside served to form a heightened sense of space 

without the need for a larger floor area.



RESIDENTIAL

QUEST SERVICED APARTMENTS

CHERMSIDE. BRISBANE

TONIC were commissioned to document this 

development for the award winning  Quest 

Apartment and Hotels.  Quest Chermside is 

conveniently located in the thriving northern suburb 

of Chermside.  The accommodation features  54 

stylish studio, 1 & 2 bedroom apartments (including 

a number of wheel chair accessible apartments) 

and includes the Atrium Room to accommodate 

corporate meetings. Each apartment featuring work 

desks, fully equipped kitchens and caters to business 

professionals looking for close proximity to the CBD. 



RESIDENTIAL

FORBES TOWNHOMES

BRISBANE . AUSTRALIA

Featuring 4 Luxury Townhomes designed over 3 

storeys. This development in Brisbane Australia, 

features modern inner-city living in a sub-tropical 

climate.



RESIDENTIAL

BANYA HOUSE

BULIMBA . BRISBANE 

The idea behind this house was to create an urban 

oasis with WOW factor. As a result the house was 

designed around a central courtyard with flow of space 

from the living areas out to the central courtyard and 

through into the front yard while maintaining visual 

connection on both levels across the street to a local 

park without compromising privacy to occupants. 

The house had to appeal to a multitude of potential 

occupants, as a result the house has adaptable 

spaces that would suit most people. Having the plan 

set around a central courtyard with the pool as the 

main focus meant all living spaces have the ability to 

open to outside, which is perfect for our Queensland 

climate.



RESIDENTIAL

MOREE ST

STAFFORD HEIGHTS . BRISBANE

This residence is a creative alteration to a post-war 

house which required a completely new aesthetic in 

keeping with its character. The building throws a soft 

natural light to the internal spaces during the day and 

in turn when lit at night, becomes a lantern in the 

landscape. Clever use of timber detailing throughout 

created privacy while still allowing passive ventilation. 



RESIDENTIAL

ESMONDE PLACE

COORPAROO . BRISBANE

This residence designed for a young family is a 

composition of rationalised material selections 

allowing for unique spatial planning to accommodate 

the clients brief and budget.

Adaptable public zones which engage with semi-

private spaces allow children’s play areas to be 

transformed for entertaining. The building gently 

inhabits the existing topography to enable outdoor 

living areas to connect with the yard.



RESIDENTIAL

PEREGIAN SPRINGS

COOLUM . SUNSHINE COAST

This contemporary villa overlooks the renowned 

Peregian Springs Golf Course. A considered building 

aesthetic was formulated to capture the views and 

ensure minimal loss of privacy for its occupants. The 

blurred line between pool, landscape and internal 

space ensures a resort style experience.



RESIDENTIAL

CANVAS

BOUNDARY STREET . SOUTH BRISBANE

TONIC were engaged by award winning Pradella 

Development. The end result was a people focussed 

design which allowed the residents of Canvas 

opportunities to personalise their own environment 

with unique storage ideas and the provision of a ‘living 

shelf’ feature as a zone for iPods, photos, artwork and 

personal objects. A way for them to ‘leave their mark’ 

without leaving a mark which appeals to both the 

owner-occupier and investor buyer alike.

The final designs were anything but a formulaic 

addition to the many other new apartment 

developments in the inner city. Instead the result 

was a unique outcome to offer our client and their 

purchasers a true design focused alternative.



RESIDENTIAL

JAMES STREET

NEW FARM . BRISBANE

Function and practicality were the two main keys 

that were kept in mind when this home was designed. 

Located in the dense surroundings of New Farm, 

light and ventilation through all spaces was a must. 

Open plan living and a smart approach to the down-

stairs rooms make this home the perfect environ-

ment for a busy working family, while still being able 

to extend entertainment to guests onto the convert-

ible carport.



RESIDENTIAL

THACKERAY ST HOUSE

NEW FARM . BRISBANE

A challenging site and associated constraints were 

the guiding factors that allowed our client to capital-

ise on elevation and clear views to the CBD.

Floor plans span three stories, however thoughtful 

planning and extended volumes provide the illusion 

of expansive living, and coupled with large operable 

glazing and considered placement of window mod-

ules, light and circulation are  integral to each space.

             



RESIDENTIAL

REFINERY

CUTTERS LANDING . BRISBANE

The amalgamation of two units into one was the 

starting point for this Teneriffe apartment refurbish-

ment. With TONIC’s close attention to the finishing 

details, it came together to create a practical, and of 

luxury and refinement. Private spaces for parents, 

guests and the children branch out from a large cent-

ral family zone with kitchen, rumpus, living, dining and 

terrace areas. Clean lines accentuated by continu-

ous lighting compliment a simple colour palette with 

warm timber tones that accentuate the owner’s col-

ourful furniture pieces and artworks.



RESIDENTIAL

REFINERY APARTMENTS

NEW FARM . BRISBANE 

The middle-aged couple were a savvy client through 

their previous experience in property development. 

This experience culminated into the joining of two 

Building at New Farm (previously refurbished by 

Mirvac and HPA architects) to create their dream 

home. This project was a genuine combination of 

client and architect input to create a rewarding 

outcome for all parties. TONIC has been told that 

the final outcome is quite the envy of the others.



URBANSCAPES

BASSE, SOUTH BRISBANE

SOUTHBANK . BRISBANE 

The BASSE Apartments in Southbank was an res-

idential interior design project which exemplifies the 

urban culture of south Brisbane. With influences 

derived from Scandinavian modern architecture, the 

resulting spaces provide a light fresh and welcoming 

feel. 



URBANSCAPES

CENTRAL IN TOWNSVILLE

TOWNSVILLE . AUSTRALIA

This project is a Mixed-use Development in far North 

Queensland, comprising two towers at construction 

cost of around $70 million.  The architectural vision 

for this development is to create an iconic and 

exemplary mixed-use building which climatically 

and socially responds to the demands of the site and 

precinct.  The acknowledgement of the context of 

site bears influence on the building aesthetic through 

subtle gestures of linearity and holistically promotes 

for a strong sense of permeation, connection and 

interaction for the users and visitors.  The program 

consists of Retail, Cinema, Community Facilities and 

Commercial Office space.



URBANSCAPES

CENTRAL ON FLETCHER

TOWNSVILLE . AUSTRALIA

As stage 2 of the  Central Development site in 

Townsville this building  provided sought after high-

end retail, leisure facilities and  a cinema complex 

over 5 storeys. Projection onto facades for events 

was a  feature of the design. Transparency of space 

for visual interaction was required to   existing with 

the  creative screening strategies needed for the 

climatic response to site.  An iconic building which 

was dynamic and every changing  was required to 

service the emerging area. Public art strategies are 

also in the planning stage for greater user experience.



URBANSCAPES

LOT 7 APARTMENT + HOTEL

KELVIN GROVE URBAN VILLAGE

KELVIN GROVE . BRISBANE . AUSTRALIA

This 16 storey mixed use building encompasses 110 

hotel rooms and  6 storeys of serviced apartments 

over.  This development is the critical final building 

to  a master-planned urban village KGUV. Key design 

ideas are passive ventilated floors to the  tower, 

unique to Hotels typically and the active podium 

element. Bar and restaurant facilities occupy the 

ground  floor  as complimentary uses to the Hotel 

lobby. Function centre for 1000 people and  multi-

level carpark make up the balance of the building. The 

building is designed to have a  strong urban presence 

and provide key infrastructure to the area. 



URBANSCAPES

PROJECT IN CONFIDENCE 

FORTITUDE VALLEY . BRISBANE 

 

A 19 storey tower, this mixed-use project in 

confidence comprises 16 levels of commercial 

space, serviced by generous parking facilities 

and partnered with a bicycle centre. Lower levels 

include opportunities for retail and hospitality to 

engage with three street frontages in what is a key 

node of Brisbane’s Fortitude Valley. The design is 

sympathetic to ESD parameters, and offers strong 

geometry and infrastructure to the surrounding 

under-developed building fabric.



URBANSCAPES

CORONATION DRIVE

MILTON . AUSTRALIA

Coronation Drive is a reworking of an existing 

commercial atrium space. The design explores site 

interactions, external and internal circulation paths 

to create connections between entry lobbies, the 

street, river, pedestrian pathways and its local urban 

context. Focus was given to the integrated seating 

solutions, which included landscape planting and 

refuse collection strategies which served to enhance 

the connections within the space.



MASTER PLANNING

BAI TRAM MASTERPLAN

VIETNAM

TONIC’s Master Plan Concept Design for the 

Bai Tram Resort development for the Epi[k]urean 

hideout was inspired by the connectivity of the 

precincts and the opportunity they presented. 

Connection of Villa to beach. Villa to water. Villa to 

rock outcrop, Resort to water, Hotel to villa. Beach 

to leisure activity etc. The steep terrain across the 

site inspired TONIC to look at the inclusion of design 

elements such as Travelators and lifts to heighten 

overall experience, frame views and ensure zones of 

privacy/ exclusiveness were achieved. Attractions 

of a Yacht club, Marina complex Beach clubs, 

Boardwalk, signature restaurants and world class  

‘“rock bar” equivalent all present further  unique 

design opportunities for the site and place making.



MASTER PLANNING

MANKERNI

SRI LANKA

TONIC was engaged to carry out a Feasibility for 

a Masterplan & Concept in SRI LANKA.  The 

client was deciding between two sites and the brief 

consisted of a Villa development on a beachside 

location with facilities to cater for visitors such as 

Beach Club & Bar, Tennis Courts, Kids Club, Spa 

Centre and 2 Restaurants.  Spatial Planning was 

centered around Privacy and Separation to ensure 

that all Villas were had their own aspect.  Water on 

site with landscape buffers and boardwalk access also 

contributed  to the  sense of privacy and intimacy in 

the experience of the development.  Construction of 

the Villas and associated facilities was envisaged to be 

simple, hardy, feeling of lightness and open to the air 

for a more resort type feel.



MASTER PLANNING

PASIKUDAH

SRI LANKA

TONIC was engaged to carry out a Feasibility for a 

Masterplan & Concept in SRI LANKA.  The client was 

deciding between two sites and the brief consisted 

of a Villa development on a beachside location with 

facilities to cater for visitors such as Beach Club & 

Bar, Tennis Courts, Kids Club, Spa Centre and 2 

Restaurants.  Spatial Planning was centered around 

Privacy and Separation to ensure that all Villas were 

had their own aspect.  Villas were clustered around 

landscape zones, ponds and connected via landscape 

walkways.  Each villa is located in a cluster which gives 

the feeling of its own precinct and private address.  

Construction of the Villas and associated facilities 

was envisaged to be simple, hardy, feeling of lightness 

and open to the air for a more resort type feel.



MASTER PLANNING

HOA PHAT VILLAS

VIETNAM

TONIC’s Masterplan and Concept Design for Hoa 

Phat Villas for Epi[k]urean was  centred around 

the idea of an Exclusive Retreat for  Couples 

and Honeymooners.  Situated on Mountainous 

Beachside Location accessible only by Boat,  the 

development was set out in 2 stages. The first 

consisted of Beachfront Villas, Mountain Villas, 

Restaurant and Beach Club and Signature Day spa 

which would embody Epi[k]ureans  philosophy of 

‘enjoying life through the pleasure of eyes, taste 

and the soul, indulging and enhancing the art of 

good living’. The Second Stage included additional 

Beachside Villas and Mountain Villas. The site has 

unique terrain including waterfall, so traversing the 

fall  of the land is negated by Boardwalks and the 

inclusion of a travelator to allow access across the 

entire site. 



MASTER PLANNING

LONG AN GOLF PRECINCT 

MASTERPLAN

VIETNAM

The proposed development by TONIC in 

collaboration with SALA and GSI provides an inspired 

solution to the residential and golf precinct presented 

to us for the Long An Master planned project. The 

key to the success of this proposal is experience and 

knowledge in golf and residential design together 

with a progressive and internationally renowned 

design approach. TONIC has provided an integrated 

architectural solution for the site which includes a 

focus on golf frontage and water frontage mixed use 

spaces.  The proposal utilises arcing radial geometry 

which allows for mixtures of pedestrian and vehicular 

circulation and frames the Golf Club and man 

made lake when approached from the South. The 

architectural hero statement of centralised Iconic 

Golf Club House provides surveillance and reference 

due to its location. The Central Quay feature works 

with the arc geometry in framing the Golf Club 

House and allows for cross viewing to the water and 

Prosperous Fountain. This precinct not only is the 

centre of the Master planned area, but it is also the 

area for community engagement with a designated 

area for Retail, Dining and Community use focussed 

around the fountain.



MASTER PLANNING

LAMINGTON NATIONAL PARK 

MASTERPLAN

GOLD COAST HINTERLAND. AUSTRALIA

This proposed transformation of this existing National 

Park camping facility  and visitor centre involved the 

conceptualisation of a commercially viable Green 

Mountains Landscape Hotel, which offers the 

visitor a greater concentrated environmental and 

sensory experience during their stay. With views of 

landscape from within accommodation pods, ipads, 

loaded with educational information for visitors for 

flora and fauna identifying, segway trekking tours, 

mountain bike tours, rainforest dining opportunities, 

picnic hampers for daily trekking, cooking schools 

promoting local produce / wine from around the 

scenic rim and Canungra valley, corporate function 

facilities, library, interactive nursery facility for 

regenerative landscaping and species identification 

including herb garden, guided walks, connection 

to the great walks, environmental educational 

packs, communal lodge with lounge area, kiosk and 

reception, signature restaurant and indoor/outdoor 

lounging facilities, camper and car parking facilities 

this is all encompassing masterplanned unique retreat 

destination.



INDUSTRIAL

FAIRFIELD HOMEMAKER 

CENTRE

TOWNSVILLE .QLD . AUSTRALIA

A new masterplanned retail precinct housing a Design 

Ideas Centre and associated retail tenancies. This 

project called for careful car parking consideration to 

ensure visibility of key tenants and associated facades 

was achieved. The built form has been designed to 

interact with surrounding sites,  address the multiple 

street frontages and visually link to major roadways 

surrounding the site.  This has been done through 

the use of building height, building materials such as 

glass and an internal ‘urban scape’ of landscape buffer 

zones and pedestrian pathways.  Whilst glass within 

the facade is a dominant part of the design, the use of 

awnings for sun protection, materials of mass such as 

concrete and heavily landscape areas, work to offset 

the effects of climatic conditions in the region.
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